
HIROSHIMA MRS HATSUYO NAKAMURA

A tailor's widow raising three young children on her own, Mrs. Nakamura is caring Of the six people profiled in
Hiroshima, Mrs. Nakamura is the only one in .

The morning was perfectly clear and so warm that the day promised to be uncomfortable. Raking back some
rubble next to it, she planted a garden. Since the bombing, Hiroshima has been flooded which continued chaos
and destruction. Japan was booming. Tanimoto, her post-war coping meant staying far away from politics. On
March 5, , his memorandum, Hiroshima Ideas, was published. Tanimoto had studied theology at Emory
College, in Atlanta, Georgia; he had graduated in ; he spoke excellent English; he dressed in American
clothes; he had corresponded with many American friends right up to the time the war began; and among a
people obsessed with a fear of being spied uponâ€”perhaps almost obsessed himselfâ€”he found himself
growing increasingly uneasy. He was still racked by memories of the appalling days and nights right after the
explosionâ€”memories that it would be his lifework to distance himself from. Such clouds of dust had risen
that there was a sort of twilight around. Nakamura has lost all her savings in the bombings, but she is able to
petition the When he dared, Mr. In set movements, with expressive gestures, her hands now and then tucking
up the long folds of the kimono sleeves, and with head held high, she danced, moving as if floating, with thirty
agreeable women to a song of celebration of entrance into a house: May your family flourish For a thousand
generations, For eight thousand generations. Kanda, who lived on the next corner, or Dr. As his face was
against the stone, he did not see what happened. Many people are now developing radiation sickness and a
hatred for the Americans has been festering but decreased once Hiroshima was designated to have safe
radiation levels. At the hospital, she said she was fine; all she wanted was to go home. Sasaki was not capable
Then a thought which came to himâ€”that soon the tide would be running in through the estuaries and his head
would be submergedâ€”inspired him to fearful activity; he wriggled and turned and exerted what strength he
could though his left arm, because of the pain in his shoulder, was useless , and before long he had freed
himself from the vise. After some time, when she was feeling a bit stronger, she took up another kind of
peddling. The police had questioned him several times, and just a few days before, he had heard that an
influential acquaintance, a Mr. Kiyoshi Tanimoto continued to preach the gospel to the people rebuilding in
Hiroshima. Above all, it was evident by that the incidence of leukemia in hibakusha was much higher than
normal; among those who had been exposed within one kilometre of the hypocenter, the incidence was
reported to be between ten and fifty times above the norm. She had to take many days off. The Japanese
measure their houses by multiples of the area of the floor-covering tsubo mat, a little less than four square
yards, and the Dr. Kiyoshi Tanimoto A Methodist who lives in Hiroshima. He threw himself more tirelessly
than ever into his work. Nakamura abandoned Myeko, who at least could breathe, and in a frenzy made the
wreckage fly above the crying voices. Nakamura saw a flash "whiter than any white she had" seen before.
Nakamura's sister-in-law's house and moved in with her. Nakamura is now eligible for various free medical
treatments, andâ€”later onâ€”monthly allowances. Nakamura used this sewing machine to make a living and
support the children. Though her energy still paid its dues, from time to time, to the A-bomb syndrome, the
searing experiences of that day in seemed gradually to be receding from the front of her mind. Now he had
only two patients leftâ€”a woman from Yano, injured in the shoulder, and a young man of twenty-five
recovering from burns he had suffered when the steel factory near Hiroshima in which he worked had been hit.
This morning, a Monday, the only worshippers were Mr. Obviously, she could not carry it with her, so she
unthinkingly plunged her symbol of livelihood into the receptacle which for weeks had been her symbol of
safetyâ€”the cement tank of water in front of her house, of the type every household had been ordered to
construct against a possible fire raid. Sasaki, who had himself suffered nothing but this last, paid little or no
attention to any of these revelations. Father Cieslik was rather pleased with himself, for after the flash he had
dived into a doorway, which he had previously reckoned to be the safest place inside the building, and when
the blast came, he was not injured. Tanimoto's church had been ruined and he no longer had his exceptional
vitality. Dressed in company uniforms, the women stood, somewhat bent over, on either side of a couple of
conveyor belts, working as fast as possible to wrap two kinds of Paragen in cellophane. Miss Sasaki remains
hospitalized and in pain. Fujii built a new medical practice in Hiroshima. In the street, the first thing he saw
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was a squad of soldiers who had been burrowing into the hillside opposite, making one of the thousands of
dugouts in which the Japanese apparently intended to resist invasion, hill by hill, life for life; the soldiers were
coming out of the hole, where they should have been safe, and blood was running from their heads, chests, and
backs. It took three years even then for a relief law for the hibakusha to pass the Diet.


